Urgent: Let's Spam This RTR

by High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

November 24, 2017

Before the rest of the post, remember, there is an ongoing schedule. We must follow it. But the Communications RTR needs to be given extra attention.


The Yids are again trying to strangle the internet. For those that do not understand net neutrality, it's just dictatorship of information under a new mask. While the jews cannot ban content because of free speech laws, the net neutrality will just give the power of 'discrimination' to companies on which pages will load at what speed, and peer to peer networking and so forth.

So for example, the JoS may not be 'banned'. It may exist, but inaccessible, because it was 'decided' so not by any respectable state or government authority, but an ISP provider like Verizon, Vodafone, or whatever else comes in mind. So because of that decision they may give full traffic to Rabbi Shekelstein's website, and sites not deemed 'worthy' of this may take 5 minutes or 'connection timed out' time to load. Or these companies will be charging people incessantly for 'normal' internet use.

So the only difference here is that Rabbi Shekelstein will be able to censor content or do 'forget' to give you a peer to peer connection on some days, to some website and so forth. Instead of simply banning it with constitution, law, or any other more direct way. Taking everything else in consideration, this may be enough to censor the internet more and more, little by little, until there is no internet anymore.

As Hitler stated in the Mein Kampf, the types of governments that want to strangle freedoms, should never do 'radical' changes, but changes that are little by little and non noticeable, until the people find themselves enslaved. Net Neutrality is exactly part of this process. This is done during the calm and chill, and when people are not even looking. This is how democracy slowly shifts to what it has shifted today, a shit-fest of suppression of speech, opinion, and worse.

The jews have failed at destroying the Constitution, and they also had other bizarre ideas such as making google and internet search, only available through payment.

All in all, this is not looking very well. But if we do what we have to do, we can turn this around as it has happened many times before. We may have to launch actual heavy curses to bring this thing in order. Those who threaten freedom so directly, need to be cursed incessantly. We will see as it escalates. Satanists always step in the front where freedom is at stake.

Remember: Our spiritual resistance is the ONLY viable and Gentile resistance that all Gentiles have. No christian, no muslim, no wiccan, no pagan, no individual
occultists, no socket group that play pretends, not anyone else helps the Gentile people in these matters.

If anything on top of the jews we are infested as Gentiles with christian traitors and others who push the enemy agenda by the use of however much spiritual power these idiots possess.

Nobody else is doing what we do, nor they care and can. It's our sacred duty to go forward and do what we have to do in the spiritual battlefield.

There are people out there who consciously or not, fight these jewish agendas and promote a better and more freedom loving world. We can back them up and we owe them this, as they need support.

The communication RTR must be spammed incessantly. If the situation worsens, heavier curses will start falling.